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ABSTRACT : Let A be a Noetherian local ring with the maximal ideal m and an m-primary ideal
J . Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A. Denote by FJ (F) =
⊕
n≥0
(In/JIn)t
n
the fiber cone of F with respect to J. The paper characterizes the multiplicity and the Cohen-
Macaulayness of FJ (F) in terms of minimal reductions of F .
1. Introduction
Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, infinite residue field k = A/m, F = {In}n≥0
a good filtration of ideals in A. Let J be an arbitrary m-primary ideal. Define FJ (F) =
⊕
n≥0
(In/JIn)t
n to
be the fiber cone of F with respect to J. In the case where F = {In}n≥0 is an I-adic filtraion, FJ(F) is
called the fiber cone of I with respect to J and it is denoted by FJ (I). The notations ℓ(I) = dimFm(I) and
ℓ(F) = dimFm(F) will mean the analytic spread of I and of F , respectively.
The multiplicity and the Cohen-Macaulayness of fiber cones are usually interesting problems. These prob-
lems are concerned by many authors in the past years. Using different approaches, the authors investigated
the Cohen-Macaulayness and other properties of fiber cones Fm(I) and FJ (F) (see for instance [C-G-P-U],
[C-P-V], [C-Z], [Co-Z], [D-R-V], [H-H], [J-V1], [J-P-V], [C], [Vi2]). Using weak-(FC)-sequences of ideals in
local rings, the author of [Vi2] characterized the multiplicity and the Cohen-Macaulayness of Fm(I) in terms
of minimal reductions of ideals. The results of [Vi2] recovered some earlier results of Huneke-Sally [H-Sa],
Shah [Sh1, Sh2] and Cortadellas-Zarzuela [C-Z].
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In terms of minimal reductions of filtrations, the aim of this paper is to give characterizations of the
multiplicity (Theorem 3.3, Section 3) and the Cohen-Macaulayness (Theorem 4.2, Section 4) of the fiber
cone FJ (F) of a good filtration F . A crucial role in this paper is played by the use of weak-(FC)-sequences
of good filtrations (see Section 2). The results of this paper prove that the main results of [Vi2] are still true
for fiber cones of good filtrations. Moreover, from the main result we show that: For any good filtration
F = {In}n≥0 with ℓ(F) = 1,
⊕
n≥0
(ILn/mILn)t
n is Cohen-Macaulay for all large L (Corollary 4.3, Section 4);
and we obtain more favorite results than the results in [Vi2] (Remark 4.4).
This paper is divided into four sections. Sect.2 deals with weak-(FC)-sequences of good filtrations. Sect.3
investigates the multiplicity of fiber cones of good filtrations. Sect.4 is devoted to the discussion of the
Cohen-Macaulayness of fiber cones of good filtrations.
2. The weak-(FC)-sequences of good filtrations
The author in [Vi1] built (FC)-sequences of ideals in local rings for calculating mixed multiplicities. In
order to study the multiplicity and the Cohen-Macaulayness for fiber cones of good filtrations, this section
introduces weak-(FC)-sequences of good filtrations and some important properties of these sequences.
A filtration F = {In}n≥0 of ideals in A is a chain of ideals In such that A = I0, I1 is a proper ideal of
A, In+1 ⊆ In and InIm ⊆ In+m for all n,m ≥ 0. Let I be an ideal of A. F is called an I-good filtration if
IIn ⊆ In+1 for all n ≥ 0 and In+1 = IIn for all large n. In this case, I ⊆ I1. F is called a good filtration if
it is an I-good filtration for some ideal I of A. It is easily seen that F is a good filtration if and only if F
is an I1-good filtration. A good filtration F is called a nilpotent filtration if In = 0 for all large n. This is
equivalent to I1 nilpotent. Set F/I = {In(A/I)}n≥0 and FJ (F/I) =
⊕
n≥0
[
(In+ I)/(JIn+ I)
]
tn for any ideal
I of A.
Definition. Let I be an ideal of A and F = {In}n≥0 a non-nilpotent good filtration of ideals of A. An
element x ∈ I1 is called a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (I,F) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(FC1): I
mIn
⋂
(x) = ImxIn−1 for all large n and for all non-negative integers m.
(FC2): x is a filter-regular element with respect to I1, i.e., 0 : x ⊆ 0 : I
∞
1 .
Let x1, x2, . . . , xs be a sequence in I1. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , s, set Ai = A/(x1, x2, . . . , xi); x¯i+1 the image
of xi+1 in Ai; Fi = F/(x1, x2, . . . , xi). Then
(i) The sequence x1, . . . , xs is called a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (I,F) if x¯i+1 is a weak-(FC)-
element with respect to (IAi,Fi) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , s− 1.
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(ii) A weak-(FC)-sequence x1, . . . , xs in I1 with respect to (I,F) is called a maximal weak-(FC)-sequence if
Fs−1 is a non-nilpotent filtration of As−1, but Fs is a nilpotent filtration of As.
An ideal I of A is called a reduction of a good filtration F = {In}n≥0 if F is an I-good filtration. The
least integer n such that IIn = In+1 is called the reduction number of F with respect to I and we denote
this integer by rI(F). A reduction I of F is called a minimal reduction if it does not properly contain any
other reduction of F . The reduction number of F is defined by
r(F) = min{rI(F) | I is a minimal reduction of F}.
Note that in the case of F an I-adic filtration, I is called a reduction of I and the notations rI(I) and
r(I) will mean the reduction number of I with respect to I and the reduction number of I, respectively.
Northcott and Rees in [N-R] showed that a reduction I of I is a minimal reduction if and only if the minimal
number of generators of I is equal to the analytic spread ℓ(I) = dimFm(I) of I. If ht I is the height of I
then ht (I) 6 ℓ(I). In the case of ht (I) = ℓ(I), I is called equimultiple. A good filtration F is called an
equimultiple filtration if ht (I1) = ℓ(F).
Define R(F) =
⊕
n≥0 Int
n and G(F) =
⊕
n≥0
(In/In+1)t
n to be the Rees algebra and the associated graded
ring of F , respectively. Denote by M the maximal homogeneous ideal of R(F).
Now, we briefly give some comments on weak-(FC)-sequences of a good filtration of ideals in A and the
fiber cone of good filtrations by the following remark.
Remark 2.1.
(i) If F is a nilpotent good filtration of ideals of A then In1 ⊆ In = 0 for all large n. Consequently, for any
element x ∈ I1 and for any ideal I of A, we always have I
mIn
⋂
(x) = 0 = ImxIn−1 for all large n and
0 : x ⊂ A = 0 : I1
∞. Hence the conditions (FC1) and (FC2) always are satisfied for all x ∈ I1. This only
obstructs and does not carry useful. That is why in definition of weak-(FC)-elements, we have to exclude
the case where F is a nilpotent good filtration of ideals of A.
(ii) Since F is a good filtration of ideals of A, there exists u such that In = I
n−u
1 Iu for all large n. By
Artin-Rees lemma, there exists integer v such that
(0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In ⊆ (0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In−u1 = ((0 : I1
∞)
⋂
Iv1 )I
n−u−v
1 ⊆ (0 : I1
∞)In−u−v1
for all n− u ≥ v. Since In−u−v1 (0 : I1
∞) = 0 for all large enough n, (0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In = 0 for all large n.
(iii) Suppose that x ∈ I1 is a filter-regular element with respect to I1. Consider
λx : In −→ xIn, y 7→ xy.
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It is clear that λx is surjective and Ker λx = (0 : x)
⋂
In. Since x is a filter-regular element,
Ker λx = (0 : x)
⋂
In ⊆ (0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In = 0
for all large n. Therefore, xIn ≃ In. This follows that xIIn ≃ IIn for any ideal I of A and for all large n.
Hence for any ideal I of A, we have an isomorphism of A-modules In/IIn ≃ xIn/xIIn for all large n.
(iv) Set A∗ = A/0 : I∞1 ; I
∗ = IA∗; I∗n = InA
∗ for all n ≥ 0; a∗ the image of a ∈ A in A∗. Suppose that
x ∈ I1 is a filter-regular element with respect to I1. Since 0 : x ⊆ 0 : I
∞
1 , x
∗ is a non-zero-divisor in A∗.
Hence I∗n/I
∗I∗n ≃ x
∗I∗n/x
∗I∗I∗n for all n.
(v) If ℓ(F) = 1 and an element x such that (x) is a reduction of F , then for any ideal I of A and for all
large n, we have ImIn
⋂
(x) = ImxIn−1
⋂
(x) = ImxIn−1 for all non-negative integers m. On the other
hand 0 : x ⊆ 0 : I1
∞. Hence x is a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (I,F).
(vi) It is easily seen that if J is an m-primary ideal of A, then in R(F) we have
√
JR(F) = mR(F). Hence
dimFJ (F) = dimFm(F) = ℓ(I1) = dimFJ (I1), and if I is a minimal reduction of F , then ItFJ (F)M is
an ideal of parameter for FJ (F)M.
(vii) Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Set Sj =
⊕
n≥j(In/JIn)t
n. Then Sj has a natural FJ (I1)-module
structure given by (a + JIm1 )(x + JIn) = (ax + JIm+n) for a ∈ I
m
1 , x ∈ In. Since F is a good filtration
of ideals of A, it is easily seen that Sj =
⊕
n≥j(In/JIn)t
n = FJ(I1)(Ij/JIj)t
j for all large j. Hence
lA(In/JIn) is a polynomial Q(n) for all large n, and degQ(n) = dimFJ (F)− 1 = ℓ(I1)− 1.
(viii) Let I be an ideal of A and F = {In}n≥0 a good filtration of ideals of A. Recall that an element
a ∈ I1 is called a superficial element with respect to (I,F) if there exists a non-negative integer c such
that (ImIn+1 : a)
⋂
ImIc = I
mIn for all n ≥ c and for all non-negative integers m. The notion of the
superficial elements goes back to P. Samuel [Z-S]. The classical theory of the superficial elements becomes
an important tool in local algebra and has been continually developed (see for instance [H-S], [K], [R-S]).
We now show that if an element x ∈ I1 is a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (I,F) then x is also a
superficial element with respect to (I,F). Indeed, if x ∈ I1 is a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (I,F),
then for all large n and all m > 0, we have
ImIn : x =
(
ImIn ∩ (x)
)
: x = xImIn−1 : x = I
mIn−1 + (0 : x) ⊆ I
mIn−1 + (0 : I
∞
1 ).
By (ii) , there exists a positive integer c such that (0 : I∞1 ) ∩ Ic = 0. Thus for all large n (n > c) and all
m > 0,
(ImIn : x) ∩ I
mIc ⊆ [I
mIn−1 + (0 : I
∞
1 )] ∩ I
mIc = I
mIn−1 + (0 : I
∞
1 ) ∩ I
mIc = I
mIn−1.
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The reverse inclusions are trivial. Hence x is a superficial element with respect to (I,F).
A minor variation in Rees’s argument [see the proof of Lemma 1.2, Re] yields the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2(Generalized Rees’s Lemma). Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals of A. Let I be
a reduction of F , I an ideal of A. Let Σ be a finite collection of prime ideals of A not containing I1. Then
there exists an element x ∈ I\
⋃
P∈Σ P such that (x)
⋂
ImIn = I
mxIn−1 for all large n and all non-negative
integers m.
Using Lemma 2.2, we will show that the existence of weak-(FC)-sequences in good filtrations is universal
by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let I be an ideal of A, I a reduction of F = {In}n≥0. Suppose that F is non-nilpotent.
Then there exists a weak-(FC)-element in I with respect to (I,F).
Proof. Set Σ = AssA[A/(0 : I
∞
1 )]. It is easily seen that Σ = {P ∈ AssA | P + I1} and Σ is finite. Since I1
is non-nilpotent, there exists x ∈ I such that x /∈ P for all P ∈ Σ and (x)
⋂
ImIn = I
mxIn−1 for all large
n and all non-negative integers m by Lemma 2.2. Thus, x satisfies condiction (FC1). Since x /∈ P for all
P ∈ Σ, 0 : x ⊂ 0 : I1
∞. Hence x satisfies condition (FC2). 
Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Denote by M the maximal homogeneous ideal of the Rees algebra R(F)
of a filtration F . The notation e(FJ (F)) will mean the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of local ring FJ (F)M,
and it is called the multiplicity of FJ (F).
Proposition 2.4. Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A.
Set ℓ = ℓ(F) and FJ (F)
+ =
⊕
n>0
(In/JIn)t
n. Then we have:
(i) If ℓ > 0 then e(FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F)
+; FJ(F)) = limn→+∞
(ℓ− 1)!
[
lA(In/JIn)
]
nℓ−1
.
(ii) If ℓ > 1 and x ∈ I1 is a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (J,F) then e(FJ(F/(x))) = e(FJ (F)).
(iii) The length of maximal weak-(FC)-sequences in I1 with respect to (J,F) is ℓ.
(iv) If x1, x2, . . . , xℓ is a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F) then (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) is a
minimal reduction of F .
(v) Any minimal reduction of F is generated by a maximal weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to
(J,F).
Proof. Since J is an m-primary ideal of A, m/J is a nilpotent ideal in A/J , and hence FJ (F)
+ is a reduction
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of (m/J)
⊕
FJ (F)
+. This gives e(FJ (F)) = e((m/J)
⊕
FJ (F)
+;FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F)
+;FJ (F)). By Remark
2.1 (vii), there exists a positive integer j such that Sj =
⊕
n≥j(In/JIn)t
n = FJ(I1)(Ij/JIj)t
j . Concider the
exact sequence
0→ Sj → FJ (F)→
⊕
06n6j−1
(In/JIn)t
n → 0.
Since dim
⊕
06n6j−1(In/JIn)t
n = 0 < ℓ = dimFJ(F), it follows that e(FJ(F)) = e(Sj). Direct computation
shows that
lA
[
Sj/(FJ (F)
+)n+1Sj
]
− lA
[
Sj/(FJ (F)
+)nSj
]
= lA
[
(In+j/JIn+j)
]
for all large enough n. Remember that lA
[
(In+j/JIn+j)
]
is a polynomial of degree (ℓ − 1) for all large
enough n. Hence we get e(FJ (F)) = e(Sj) = limn→+∞
(ℓ − 1)!
[
lA(In/JIn)
]
nℓ−1
. This completes the proof of
(i). Let x ∈ I1 be a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (J,F). Set En = In(A/xA) for all n ≥ 0. Then
F/(x) = {En}n≥0 and for all large enough n, we have
lA(
En
JEn
) = lA(
In + (x)
JIn + (x)
) = lA(
In
JIn + (x) ∩ In
)
= lA(
In
JIn
)− lA(
JIn + (x) ∩ In
JIn
)
= lA(
In
JIn
)− lA(
(x) ∩ In
JIn
⋂
(x)
)
= lA(
In
JIn
)− lA(
xIn−1
xJIn−1
)(because x satisfies the condition (FC1))
= lA(
In
JIn
)− lA(
In−1
JIn−1
)(by Remark 2.1 (iii)).
Consequently, it holds that
lA(
En
JEn
) = lA(
In
JIn
)− lA(
In−1
JIn−1
) (1)
for all large enough n. By (1) we get e(FJ (F/(x))) = e(FJ (F)). Therefore, we have(ii). It follows readily
from (1) that
dimFJ (F/(x)) = dimFJ(F)− 1(**).
Next we prove (iii): First note that if ℓ = 0 then I1 is a nilpotent ideal of A. In this case, the length of maximal
weak-(FC)-sequences in I1 with respect to (J,F) is 0 = ℓ. If ℓ > 0 and x1, x2, . . . , xs is a weak-(FC)-sequence
in I1 with respect to (J,F), then using (**), we easily prove by induction on s that
dimFJ (F/(x1, x2, . . . , xs)) = dimFJ(F)− s.
This implies that the length of maximal weak-(FC)-sequences in I1 with respect to (J,F) is ℓ. We get (iii).
The proof of (iv): Let x1, x2, . . . , xℓ be a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F). The proof is
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by induction on i 6 ℓ that (x1, x2, . . . , xi)
⋂
In+1 = (x1, x2, . . . , xi)In for all large n. The case of i = 0
is trivial. Denote by x′i the image of xi in A
′ = A/(x1, x2, . . . , xi−1). For suppose the result has been
proved for i− 1 ≥ 0. Set N = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1). Since x
′
i is a weak-(FC)-element with respecto (JA
′,F/N),
(x′i)
⋂
In+1A
′ = x′iInA
′ for all large n. So [In+1 +N ]
⋂
[(xi) +N ] = xiIn +N. Hence
In+1
⋂
[In+1 +N ]
⋂
[(xi) +N ] = In+1
⋂
(xiIn +N).
This is equivalent to In+1
⋂
[(xi)+N ] = xiIn+N
⋂
In+1. By inductive assumption, N
⋂
In+1 = NIn for all
large n. Hence (x1, x2, . . . , xi)
⋂
In+1 = (x1, x2, . . . , xi)In for all large n. The induction is complete. This
gives (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ)
⋂
In+1 = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ)In for all large n. Since x1, x2, . . . , xℓ is a maximal weak-(FC)-
sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F) by (iii), F/(x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) is a nilpotent filtration of A/(x1, x2, . . . , xℓ).
Therefore, In ⊆ (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) for all large n. Consequently,
In+1 = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ)
⋂
In+1 = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ)In
for all large n. Hence (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) is a minimal reduction of F . The proof of (v): Let I be a minimal
reduction of F . Now, note that if x ∈ I is a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (J,F), then by (**) we
have dimFJ(F/(x)) = dimFJ (F) − 1. Consequently, I(A/x) is also a minimal reduction of F/(x). Hence
by Proposition 2.3 and by induction on dimFJ(F), we easily give that there exists a maximal weak-(FC)-
sequence x1, x2, . . . , xℓ in I with respect to (J,F). By (iv), (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) is a reduction of F . Since
(x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) ⊂ I and I is a minimal reduction of F , I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ). Proposition has been proved. 
3. The multiplicity of fiber cones of good filtrations
In this section, we will examine the multiplicity of fiber cones of good filtrations.
Denote by M the maximal homogeneous ideal of R(F). Recall that the multiplicity of the fiber cone
FJ (F) is the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of local ring FJ (F)M.
We begin by the following note.
Note 1: By Proposition 2.4, a reduction of F is a minimal reduction of F if and only if it is generated
by a weak-(FC)-sequence of the length ℓ = ℓ(F). Let x1, x2, . . . , xℓ be a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with
respect to (J,F). Then I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) is a minimal reduction of F . And by the proof of Proposition
2.4, dimFJ (F/(x1, x2, . . . , xs)) = dimFJ (F) − s for all s 6 ℓ. This also means I[A/(x1, x2, . . . , xs)] is a
minimal reduction of F/(x1, x2, . . . , xs).
The following proposition plays an important role in the proofs of this paper.
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Proposition 3.1. Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A with
ℓ(F) = ℓ > 0. Let x1, x2, . . . , xℓ be a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F). Set I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ)
and I−1 = 0. For any i < ℓ, set P (i) = (x1, . . . , xi) : I1
∞, F(i) = F/(x1, . . . , xi), F
′(i) = F/P (i). Then
(i) e(FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F(i))) = e(FJ (F
′(i))).
(ii) lA
[ FJ (F ′(i))
ItFJ (F ′(i))
]
6 lA
[ FJ (F(i))
ItFJ (F(i))
]
6 lA
[ FJ (F)
ItFJ (F)
]
.
(iii) lA
[ FJ (F ′(i))
ItFJ (F ′(i))
]
= lA
[ FJ (F)
ItFJ (F)
]
if and only if In
⋂
P (i) ⊆ IIn−1 (mod JIn) for all 0 6 n 6 rI(F).
Proof. Set A∗ = A/0 : I1
∞ and F∗ = F/0 : I1
∞ = {I∗n = InA
∗}n≥0. By Remark 2.1 (ii), (0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In = 0
for all large enough n. This gives lA(
I∗
n
JI∗
n
) = lA
[
In
JIn+(0:I1∞)
T
In
]
= lA(
In
JIn
) for all large enough n. Hence
e(FJ(F)) = e(FJ(F
∗)). (2)
Let x ∈ I1 be a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (J,F). Then on the one hand by Proposition 2.4(ii),
e(FJ (F/(x))) = e(FJ(F)). Now, assume that the analytic spread ℓ = ℓ(F) > 1 and x1, x2, . . . , xi (i < ℓ) is
a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F). We easily show by induction on i < ℓ that e(FJ(F)) =
e(FJ (F(i))). On the other hand by (2), e(FJ (F(i))) = e(FJ(F
′(i))). Hence
e(FJ(F)) = e(FJ (F(i))) = e(FJ (F
′(i))).
Note that this equation is true too in the case of ℓ = 1 by (2). This establishes (i). Set rI(F) = r,
Q(i) = (x1, . . . , xi), P (i) = Q(i) : I1
∞. Since
FJ (F(i)) =
⊕
n≥0
[ In
Q(i)
⋂
In + JIn
]
tn and FJ (F
′(i)) =
⊕
n≥0
[ In
P (i)
⋂
In + JIn
]tn,
ItFJ (F) =
⊕
n≥1
[IIn−1 + JIn
JIn
]tn
ItFJ(F(i)) =
⊕
n≥1
[Q(i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn
Q(i)
⋂
In + JIn
]tn
ItFJ (F
′(i)) =
⊕
n≥1
[P (i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn
P (i)
⋂
In + JIn
]tn.
Hence
lA
[
FJ (F)/ItFJ (F)
]
= lA
[
A/J
]
+
∑
16n6r
lA
[ In
(IIn−1 + JIn)
]
lA
[
FJ(F(i))/ItFJ(F(i))
]
= lA
[
A/J +Q(i)
]
+
∑
16n6r
lA
[ In
(Q(i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn)
]
lA
[
FJ (F
′(i))/ItFJ (F
′(i))
]
= lA
[
A/J + P (i)
]
+
∑
16n6r
lA
[ In
(P (i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn)
]
.
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It is clear that
(IIn−1 + JIn) ⊆ (Q(i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn) ⊆ (P (i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn)
for all 0 6 n 6 r. Hence we immediately get (ii). Moreover,
lA
[
FJ(F)/ItFJ (F)
]
= lA
[
FJ (F
′(i))/ItFJ(F
′(i))
]
if and only if (IIn−1 + JIn) = (P (i)
⋂
In + IIn−1 + JIn) for all 0 6 n 6 r. This means
In
⋂
P (i) ⊆ IIn−1 (mod JIn) for all 0 6 n 6 r.
We have (iii). 
Lemma 3.2. Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A with
ℓ(F) = ℓ = 1 and x ∈ I1 such that (x) is a reduction of F . Set r(x)(F) = r. Then
(i) If grade I1 = 1 then e(FJ(F)) = lA(In/JIn) for all n ≥ r.
(ii) e(FJ (F)) = lA
[
In
(0:I1∞)
T
In+JIn
]
for all n ≥ r.
Proof. By Remark 2.1 (v), x is a weak-(FC)-element in I1 with respect to (J,F). Since ℓ(F) = 1, lA(In/JIn)
takes a constant value for all large enough n. This gives e(FJ (F)) = lA(In/JIn) for all large enough n.
Remember that r(x)(F) = r. Hence In = Irx
n−r for all n > r. Now, if grade I1 > 0 then x
n−r is non-zero-
divisor in A. This implies the following isomorphism of A-modules
Ir/JIr ≃ x
n−rIr/x
n−rJIr = In/JIn
for all n ≥ r. We get (i). Set F∗ = F/0 : I1
∞ = {I∗n = In[A/0 : I1
∞]}n≥0. Recall that by Proposition 3.1,
e(FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F
∗)). Since (0 : I1
∞) : I1 = 0 : I1
∞, it follows that grade I∗1 > 0. On the other hand we
always have grade I∗1 6 ℓ(I
∗
1 ) 6 ℓ(I1) = 1. Consequently, grade I
∗
1 = ℓ(I
∗
1 ) = 1. Since (x
∗) = x[A/(0 : I1
∞)]
is a reduction of F∗ and r(x∗)(F
∗) 6 r(x)(F) = r, by (i) we get
e(FJ (F
∗)) = lA(I
∗
n/JI
∗
n) = lA
[ In + (0 : I1∞)
(0 : I1
∞) + JIn
]
= lA
[ In
(0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In + JIn
]
for all n ≥ r. Thus,
e(FJ (F)) = lA
[ In
(0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In + JIn
]
for all n ≥ r. 
By combining Proposition 3.1 with Lemma 3.2, we obtain the following theorem. That is the main result
of this section.
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Theorem 3.3. Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A with
ℓ(F) = ℓ > 0. Let x1, x2, . . . , xℓ be a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F). Set
I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ), rI(F) = r, Q = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ−1).
Then e(FJ (F)) = lA
[
In
(Q:I1∞)
T
In+JIn
]
for all n ≥ r.
Proof. Set F(ℓ− 1) = F/Q = {I(ℓ− 1)n = In(A/Q)}n≥0. By Proposition 3.1, we get
e(FJ(F)) = e(FJ(F(ℓ − 1))).
By Note 1, I is a minimal reduction of F and dimFJ (F(ℓ− 1)) = 1, and (x¯ℓ) = xℓ(A/Q) = I(A/Q) is a
minimal reduction of F(ℓ− 1). Since rI(F) = r, it follows that r(x¯ℓ)(F(ℓ− 1)) 6 r. Hence by Lemma 3.2(ii),
e(FJ (F(ℓ − 1))) = lA
[ I(ℓ − 1)n
(0 : I(ℓ− 1)1
∞
)
⋂
I(ℓ− 1)n + JI(ℓ− 1)n
]
for all n ≥ r.
Note that we always have the following isomorphism of A-modules
I(ℓ− 1)n
(0 : I(ℓ− 1)1
∞
)
⋂
I(ℓ − 1)n + JI(ℓ − 1)n
≃
In +Q
(Q : I1
∞)
⋂
In + JIn +Q
≃
In
(Q : I1
∞)
⋂
In + JIn
.
This gives
lA
[ I(ℓ− 1)n
(0 : I(ℓ − 1)1
∞
)
⋂
I(ℓ− 1)n + JI(ℓ− 1)n
]
= lA
[ In
(Q : I1
∞)
⋂
In + JIn
].
Hence
e(FJ(F)) = lA
[ In
(Q : I1
∞)
⋂
In + JIn
]
for all n ≥ r.
Theorem 3.3 has been proved. 
4. The Cohen-Macaulayness of fiber cones of good filtrations
In this section, we answer the question when the fiber cones of good filtrations of ideals in A are Cohen-
Macaulay.
Denote by M the maximal homogeneous ideal of R(F). Then FJ (F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if
FJ (F)M is Cohen-Macaulay [H-R].
We begin by establishing the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A with with ℓ(F) = grade I1 = 1 and
x ∈ I1 such that (x) is a reduction of F . Set r(x)(F) = r. Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Then FJ (F) is
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if xIn−1
⋂
JIn = JxIn−1 for all 1 6 n 6 r.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that FJ (F) = FJ (F)M. Recall that by Remark 2.1 (v),
x is a weak-(FC)-element in I1 with respect to (J,F). On the one hand by Proposition 2.4(i) and (x) is a
reduction of F ,
e(FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F)
+;FJ(F)) = e(xtFJ (F);FJ (F)).
On the other hand by Lemma 3.2(i), e(FJ (F)) = lA(Ir/JIr). Hence
lA(Ir/JIr) = e(FJ (F)) = e(xtFJ (F);FJ (F)).
Since grade I1 > 0, x is non-zero-divisor in A. Hence xIs/xJIs ≃ Is/JIs for all s ≥ 0. Therefore,
lA
[
FJ (F)/xtFJ (F)
]
= lA(A/J) +
∑
16n6r
lA
[
In/xIn−1 + JIn
]
= lA(A/J) +
∑
16n6r
(lA
[
In/JIn
]
− lA
[
(xIn−1 + JIn)/JIn
]
)
= lA(A/J) +
∑
16n6r
(lA
[
In/JIn
]
− lA
[
xIn−1/xIn−1
⋂
JIn
]
)
≥ lA(A/J) +
∑
16n6r
(lA
[
In/JIn
]
− lA
[
xIn−1/xJIn−1
]
)
= lA(A/J) +
∑
16n6r
(lA
[
In/JIn
]
− lA
[
In−1/JIn−1
]
)( by x is non-zero-divisor in A)
= lA
[
Ir/JIr
]
= e(FJ(F)) = e(xtFJ (F);FJ (F)).
It is clear that xtFJ (F) is an ideal of parameter for FJ (F). Consequently, FJ (F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and
only if lA
[
FJ(F)/xtFJ (F)
]
= e(xtFJ (F);FJ (F)). This is equivalent to
∑
16n6r
(lA
[
In/JIn
]
− lA
[
xIn−1/(xIn−1
⋂
JIn)
]
) =
∑
16n6r
(lA
[
In/JIn
]
− lA
[
xIn−1/xJIn−1
]
).
Hence FJ (F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if xIn−1
⋂
JIn = JxIn−1 for all 1 6 n 6 r. 
Let J be an m-primary ideal of A and F = {In}n≥0 a good filtration of ideals in A with ℓ(F) = ℓ > 0.
Remember that if ℓ = ℓ(F) and x1, x2, . . . , xℓ is a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F), and set
I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ), then I a minimal reduction of F by Note 1. Since dimFJ(F) = ℓ and ItFJ (F) is an
(m/J)
⊕
FJ(F)
+-primary ideal of FJ (F), ItFJ (F) is an ideal of parameter for FJ (F).
The main result of this section is established in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let J be an m-primary ideal of A. Let F = {In}n≥0 be a good filtration of ideals in A with
ℓ(F) = ℓ > 0. Let x1, x2, . . . , xℓ be a weak-(FC)-sequence in I1 with respect to (J,F). Set
I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ), rI(F) = r, Q = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ−1), I−1 = 0.
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Then FJ (F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) (Q : I1
∞)
⋂
In ⊆ IIn−1 (mod JIn) for all 0 6 n 6 r.
(ii)
[
IIn−1 + (Q : I1
∞)
]⋂
JIn = JIIn−1 (mod Q : I1
∞) for all 1 6 n 6 r.
Proof. Denote by M the maximal homogeneous ideal of R(F). Without loss of generality we may assume
that FJ (F) = FJ (F)M. Set F(ℓ − 1) = F/Q = {I(ℓ− 1)n = In(A/Q)}n≥0 and
F ′(ℓ− 1) = F/Q : I1
∞ = {I ′(ℓ− 1)n = In(A/Q : I1
∞)}n≥0.
Since ItFJ (F) is a reduction of FJ(F)
+, ItFJ (F
′(ℓ − 1)) is a reduction of FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))+. Hence by Propo-
sition 2.4(i) and Proposition 3.1, we have
e(ItFJ (F);FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F)) = e(FJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))) = e(ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1));FJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))) and
lA
[
FJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))/ItFJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))
]
6 lA
[
FJ (F)/ItFJ (F)
]
.
(3)
Since (Q : I1
∞) : I1 = Q : I1
∞, it follows that grade I ′(ℓ− 1)1 > 0. By Note 1, ℓ(I(ℓ− 1)1) = 1.
Hence ℓ(I ′(ℓ − 1)1) 6 ℓ(I(ℓ− 1)1) = 1. On the other hand, grade I
′(ℓ− 1)1 6 ℓ(I
′(ℓ − 1)1) is always true.
Consequently, grade I ′(ℓ− 1)1 = ℓ(I
′(ℓ− 1)1) = 1. Since xℓtFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1)) = ItFJ (F
′(ℓ − 1)) is a reduc-
tion of FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))+ and ℓ(I ′(ℓ− 1)1) = 1, it follows that ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1)) is an ideal of parameter for
FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1)). This gives
e(ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1));FJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))) 6 lA
[
FJ(F
′(ℓ− 1))/ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))
]
. (4)
Since ItFJ (F) is an ideal of parameter for FJ(F), FJ(F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if
e(ItFJ(F);FJ (F)) = lA
[
FJ(F)/ItFJ (F)
]
. (5)
By (3) and (4), (5) is equivalent to the following two equations:
e(ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1));FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))) = lA
[
FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))/ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))
]
(6)
and
lA
[
FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))/ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))
]
= lA
[
FJ(F)/ItFJ (F)
]
. (7)
Recall that ItFJ(F
′(ℓ− 1)) is an ideal of parameter for FJ (F
′(ℓ− 1)). Hence (6) is equivalent to FJ (F
′(ℓ − 1))
is Cohen-Macaulay. On the one hand,
gradeI ′(ℓ − 1)1 = ℓ(I
′(ℓ− 1)1) = 1 and xℓtFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1)) = ItFJ (F
′(ℓ− 1))
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is a reduction of FJ(F
′(ℓ− 1))+. On the other hand, rxℓ(A/Q:I1∞)(F
′(ℓ− 1)) 6 rI(F) = r. Hence by Lemma
4.1, FJ (F
′(ℓ− 1)) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if
xℓI
′(ℓ− 1)n−1
⋂
JI ′(ℓ − 1)n = xℓJI
′(ℓ− 1)n−1 for all 1 6 n 6 r. (8)
Since xℓtFJ (F
′(ℓ − 1)) = ItFJ(F
′(ℓ− 1)), (8) means
[
IIn−1 + (Q : I1
∞)]
⋂[
(Q : I1
∞) + JIn
]
= JIIn−1 + (Q : I1
∞) for all 1 6 n 6 r.
It can be verified that this condition also means
[
IIn−1 + (Q : I1
∞)]
⋂
JIn = JIIn−1(mod Q : I1
∞) for all 1 6 n 6 r.
By Proposition 3.1(iii), (7) is equivalent to
In
⋂
(Q : I1
∞) ⊆ IIn−1 (mod JIn) for all 0 6 n 6 r.
Hence FJ (F) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the following conditions are satisfied
(Q : I1
∞)
⋂
In ⊆ IIn−1 (mod JIn) for all 0 6 n 6 r.
[
IIn−1 + (Q : I1
∞)
]⋂
JIn = JIIn−1(mod Q : I1
∞) for all 1 6 n 6 r.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
From Theorem 4.2, we give the following interesting consequence.
Corollary 4.3. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, F = {In}n≥0 a good filtration
of ideals in A with ℓ(F) = 1. Set F (T ) = {ITn}n≥0. Then Fm(F
(T )) is Cohen-Macaulay for all large T.
Proof. Set A∗ = A/0 : I1
∞,m∗ = mA∗,F∗ = F/0 : I1
∞ = {I∗n = InA
∗}n≥0. Let x be an element in I1 such
that (x) is a minimal reduction of F . Then (x∗) (x∗ the image of x in A∗) is also a minimal reduction of F∗.
Hence by Remark 2.1(v), x and x∗ are weak-(FC)-elements with respect to (m,F) and (m∗,F∗), respectively.
Since x∗ satisfies the condition (FC1), there exists a positive integer u such that (x
∗)
⋂
m
∗mI∗n = m
∗mx∗I∗n−1
for all n ≥ u and all non-negative integers m. By Remark 2.1 (ii), there exists a positive integer v such that
(0 : I1
∞)
⋂
In = 0 for all n ≥ v. Set N = max{u, v}. For the proof of this corollary we need the following.
Note 2: Let C and D be subsets of A∗. If y ∈ x∗C
⋂
x∗D then y = x∗a = x∗b with a ∈ C; b ∈ D. Hence
x∗(a− b) = 0. This means (a − b) ∈ (0 : x∗). Since x satisfies the condition (FC2), x
∗ is a non-zero-divisor
in A∗. Consequently, (a − b) ∈ (0 : x∗) = 0. Hence a = b ∈ C
⋂
D. This implies that y ∈ x∗(C
⋂
D). Thus,
x∗C
⋂
x∗D = x∗(C
⋂
D).
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Now we choose T ≥ N. Using induction on h ≥ 1, we will prove that
x∗hI∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h = m
∗mx∗hI∗T (n−1) (9)
for all n ≥ 2 and for all non-negative integers m. Since n ≥ 2, T (n− 1) ≥ T ≥ N . Therefore,
x∗I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+1 ⊆ (x
∗)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+1 = m
∗mx∗IT (n−1).
Hence
x∗I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+1 = m
∗mx∗I∗T (n−1). (10)
Thus, (9) is true for h = 1. Suppose that (9) was true for h− 1 ≥ 1. Since obvious facts
x∗hI∗T (n−1) ⊂ x
∗I∗T (n−1)+h−1 ⊂ I
∗
T (n−1)+h and T (n− 1) + h− 1 > N,
x∗hI∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h = x
∗hI∗T (n−1)
⋂[
x∗I∗T (n−1)+h−1
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h
]
= x∗hI∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mx∗I∗T (n−1)+h−1 (by (10))
= x∗
[
x∗h−1I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h−1
]
(by Note 2).
By (9) is true for h− 1,
x∗h−1I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h−1 = m
∗mx∗h−1I∗T (n−1).
Hence x∗hI∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h = m
∗mx∗hI∗T (n−1). Consequently, the induction is complete. So
x∗hI∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗T (n−1)+h = m
∗mx∗hI∗T (n−1)
for all n ≥ 2 and for all non-negative integers m. This gives that for any T ≥ N,
x∗T I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗mI∗Tn = m
∗mx∗T I∗T (n−1)
for all n ≥ 2 and for all non-negative integers m. Hence x∗T I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗I∗Tn = m
∗x∗T I∗T (n−1)(***) for all
n ≥ 2. Note that (x∗) is a minimal reduction of F∗, (x∗T ) is a minimal reduction of {I∗Tn}n≥0. Now, we need
to show that (x∗T )
⋂
m
∗I∗T = m
∗x∗T by using the following note.
Note 3: Let (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ) be a minimal reduction of a good filtration F = {In}n≥0. Set I = (x1, x2, . . . , xℓ).
Since I is a minimal reduction of F , there exist elements y1, . . . , ys ∈ I1 such that x1, x2, . . . , xℓ, y1, . . . , ys ∈
I1 is a minimal base of I1. Now assume that x = a1x1 + · · ·+ aℓxℓ ∈ I
⋂
mI1,
x = b1x1 + · · ·+ bℓxℓ + c1y1 + · · ·+ csys
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where bi ∈ m for 1 6 i 6 ℓ and cj ∈ m for 1 6 j 6 s. Then we have
(a1 − b1)x1 + · · ·+ (aℓ − bℓ)xℓ + c1y1 + · · ·+ csys = 0.
Since x1, x2, . . . , xℓ, y1, . . . , ys is a minimal base of I1, ai − bi ∈ m for 1 6 i 6 ℓ. Hence ai ∈ m for 1 6 i 6 ℓ.
Thus, x ∈ mI. This follows that I
⋂
mI1 = mI.
On the one hand by Note 3, (x∗T )
⋂
m
∗I∗T = m
∗x∗T . Hence x∗T I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗I∗Tn = m
∗x∗T I∗T (n−1) is true
for n = 1. On the other hand by (***), x∗T I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗I∗Tn = m
∗x∗T I∗T (n−1) for all n ≥ 2. Consequently,
x∗T I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗I∗Tn = m
∗x∗T I∗T (n−1) for all n ≥ 1. (11)
Since xT is a minimal reduction of F (T ), xT is a weak-(FC)-element with respect to (m,F (T )) by Remark
2.1 (v). Hence by Theorem 4.2, Fm(F
(T )) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if F (T ) satisfies the following
conditions
(a) (0 : IT
∞)
⋂
ITn ⊆ x
T IT (n−1) (mod mITn) for all 0 6 n 6 r, where r is the reduction number of F
(T ).
(b)
[
xT IT (n−1) + (0 : IT
∞)
]⋂
mITn = mx
T IT (n−1)(mod 0 : IT
∞) for all 1 6 n 6 r. Since Tn ≥ N for
all n ≥ 1 and 0 : IT
∞ = 0 : I1
∞, (0 : IT
∞)
⋂
ITn = 0 for all n ≥ 1. Remember that in the statement of
Theorem 4.2, we assigned IT−1 = 0. This means IT (−1) = 0. Hence conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent to
(a’): (0 : IT
∞)
⋂
A = 0 (mod m) and (b′) : x∗T I∗T (n−1)
⋂
m
∗I∗Tn = m
∗x∗T I∗T (n−1) for all 1 6 n 6 r,
respectively. But (a’) is obvious and (b’) is satisfied by (11). Thus, Fm(F
(T )) is Cohen-Macaulay for all
large T, as required. 
Remark 4.4. Note that in the case where F = {In}n≥0 is an I-adic filtration. Set A
∗ =
A
0 : I∞
, m∗ = mA∗,
I∗ = IA∗, and x∗ the image of x ∈ I in A∗. Recall that the condition (FC1) of [Definition in Sect. 2, Vi2]
is (x∗) ∩m∗mI∗n = x∗m∗mI∗n−1 for all large n and for all non-negative integers m. So the condition (FC1)
in this paper is a weaker condition than the condition (FC1) in [Vi2]. Hence as immediate consequences of
Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.2, we obtained more favorite results than the results in [Vi2].
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